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Let 01/ who love their people and their country now say

as we say here:
'THESE FREEDOMS WE W{LL FIGHT FOR, SIDE
BY SIDE, THROUGHOUT OUR LWES UNTIL WE
HAVE WON OUR LIBERTY'.
-The Freedom Charter, June 26th. 1955
have gone past since the greatest representative
gathering ever held in South Africa, the Congress of the People,
adopted the immortal document that began: 'We, the people of South
Africa, declare for all our country and the world to know ...'
That document was the Freedom Charter.
"It proclaimed that our country, South Mriat, belongs to the people
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who live in it, regardless of colour·or national origin. And it claimed
for all the people the rights to govern; to take
, part in making and
administering the 1aws;',to enjoy equal national rights; to share in the
country's wealth; the equal rights of all to housing and security,
oducation and opportunity; of the peasants to land; of tbe workers
to skills, protection of conditions and trade unions. It pledged the free
South Africa of the future to the cause of African independence andunity, and to peace and friendship of all peoples.
This was no 'election manifesto', ambiguously worded to entrap the
mindless 'floating voter' and to be evaded and forgotten the moment
the su~fuI group of politicians gains office. It was not an academic
exercise. a 'declaration of human rights' drawn up in a secluded study,
far from the battlefield of life where rights are lost and woo. Nor was
it a lure, designed-in the repulsive language of the admen and the
'public rel8tioos' officers-to 'project an i..nIcage'. It was the voice of ,
the people in a most literal sense that can hardly have been equaJ(ed '
in history.
The Freedom Charter is a unique document, for it literally ~d
tens of thousands of authors. From thousands of meetings in cities and
villages and rural areas, in factories, shops, mine compounds and even
in ja;.ls, written demands and proposals came in, to be compiled and
distilled by the represeqtatives of the African National Congress. the
. South African Indian Congress, the Congress of Democrats and the
Colo~ People's Congress which placed them before the delegates.
As Helen Joseph so well put it:
: .. every clause of the Charter ... had been born out of their hopes and
their heartaches, out of their poverty and the denial to them offundamcntal
hwnan rights. Every cIa:use of the Charter mirrored the conditions in which
the non-White people live in South Mrica.-IfThis be Treason.
It would not be true to say that before the adoption of the Charter
the South African people and their liberation organizations did not
know what they were fighting for. They had always had their demands
and aspirations, and these had been expressed in countless mass
actions, documents, programmes, manifestoesput forward by the African
National Congress, the Communist Party and all the other progressive
and democratic organizations ofthevarloussectic;msoftheSouthAfrica.n
population.
But the Charter did what had never been done before. It assembled
in simple, striking- and straightforWard words, the basic elementary
demands which were common to all who cherish the aspiration for a
free South Africa. It defined what aU meant and understood by freedom.
[t provided a programme for the entire South African democracy.
And it struck- at the heart of the abominable racial tyranny which has
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r'developed in

South Africa over the past three hundred years of
. domination and oppression, carried to its logical and hateful conclusion by the theory and practice of apartheid of Verwoerd's ow-Nazi
NationaJ Party.
The Freedom Charter is a revolutionary document. Though its
I language is restrained and its objects, judged in terms of the rest of the
. world'and the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, seem not
. to be extravagant. in the context of South African realities it is dynamite.
To carry these objects into realjzation would mean the dismantling of
the entire state. the CCoQ,ornic and legal structure that has developed
over centuries of robbery and oppression. and the building of an.
entirely new society.
lbat is precisely why the apartheid state of white domination
mediately recognized the Charter as a dangerous document, labelled
it as High Treason, and dragged the foremost upholders of the Charter
through the four long yean of prosecution in an attempt to prove
legally that it was treason. And. though they failed in that objective,
they have never ~ in the years that followed to hound and persecute
all who uphold the Charter.
But ~uth Africa is also a country that stands, perhaps above aU
others, In need of revolution. The whole socio-o::onomic· structure
bas been erected on the rotten foundation of race discrimination; there
is no use trying to patch or improve such a structure. It must come
down, to be replaced by a new structure based on sound and healthy
foundations.
That is why the South African revolution is demanded and longed
for by the oppressed and enslaved peoples just as much as it is feared
and hated by their oppressors, and whyall the people and their liberation
organizations welcomed and approved of the Charter.
In Easter 1956, after thorough discussion by all members in their
branches, a national Conference of the African National Congress
adopted the Freedom Charter by an overwhelming majority.
The Charter was endorsed. by the S.A. Indian Congress, the Coloured
People's Congress and the Congress of Democrats, which wrote it
into its Constitution. It was approved unanimously at a national
conference of the South African Congress of Trade Unions. the only
non-racial and anti-colour-bar trade union organization in the country.
The,Programme of the South African Communist Party states:
The main aims and lines of the South African democratic revolution have
been defined in the Freedom Charter, which has been endorsed by the
African National Congress and the other partners in the national liberation
allianc:e. The Freedom Charter is not a programme for socialism. It is a
common programme for a frel!", democratic Sou~ Mrica" agreed on by
socialists and non-socialists. At the same time, in order to auarantee the
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abolition of racial oppression and While minority domination, the Freedom
Charter necessarily and realistically calls for profound economic changes:
drastic agrarian reform to restore the land to the people; widespread
nationalization of key 'industries to break the grip of White monopoly
capital on the main centres of the country's economy; radical improvements
in the conditions ,and standards of living for the working people. The
Communist Party pledges its unqualified support for the Freedom Charter.
n considers that the achievement of its aims win ansWer the pressing and
immediate needs of the people and lay the indispensable basis for the advance
of our country along non-capitalist lines to a communist and socialist
future. To win these aims is the immediate task of all the oppressed and
democratic people of South Africa, headed by the working class and its
party, the Communist Party. The Road to South African Freedom.

,

Those Who Have Kept Faith
The Freedom Charter is more than a blueprint or a progranune. It is
also a pledge. The preamble reads:
... we pledge ourselves to strive together, sparing neither strength nor
courage, until the democratic changes here set out have been woo.

Every member of every organization which adopted the Charter,
and everyone who accepts it as his own, is bound by that pledge.
, We are bound to 'spare neither strength nor courage', to endure whatever sacrifices are demanded of us, even our very lives, if we are truly
dedicated soldiers for the Charter. As the statement of the Communist
Party, published in this issue so forcefully reminds us, South African
freedom can only be won by struggle and blood, on the soil of the
motherland; and without truly dedicated soldiers
, the struggle cannot
be won.
Thousands of those pledged to the Charter have proved by deeds
as well as words that they meant what they said. Some have paid the
supreme sacrifice and hallowed the oath that was taken at Kliptown
with their blood. When we recall Petrus Molefi, ~ooksmart Solwandle
Ngudle, ·Suliman 'Babla' Saloojee, Vuyisile Mini, Zinakhele ·Mkaba,
Wilson Khayinga and Washington Bongco, we cannot but renew the
pledge and our resolve that their lives shall be avenged and vindicated,
that in the great words of Lincoln's G~ttysburg address:
from these honoured de8d we take increased devotion to the cause to
which they gave their last full measure of devotion; that we here highly
resolve 'that these dead shall not have died in vain; that this "nation shall
have a new birth of freedom; and ,!Qat government of the people, by the
people. for the people, shall not perish ,from the earth.
Walter Sisulu, Nelson Mandela, Govan Mbeki, Ahmed Kathrada,
Dennis Goldberg . . . we could, without difficulty, go on to fill our
pages with a scroQ of honour of brave men and women who have
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undergone brutal tortures at the hands of the sadistic gorillas of the
Special Branch and been condemned to endless years of ill-treatment
prescribed for political prisoners in South Africa. These are they who
have kept faith with the Charter, and whose names and ideals are ever
in the hearts of the people. Nor have the people forgotten those like
Chief Lutuli, Helen Joseph, Alex La Guma and Dennis Brutus, the
hundreds of Congressmen and women, trade unionists and Communists who have been house-arrested and restricted and gagged. Or
those like Bram Fischer, hunted and forced to live underground. or
those who have been sent into exile to carry on the struggle, or the
countless thousands who still carry on the struggle in South Africa,
under a rule of terror; working men and women, intellectuals, students .
and youth, who keep alive in every way they can the spirit of the
Congress movement and the Freedom Charter.
~All form the battalions of a great army for the Charter, an army that
is close to and merges with the people, some of whose members may
be captured, tortured and even killed, but whose spirit and unity,
battle-forged and steeled, can never be broken.
They are the guarantee, that though it may be a long, hard and costly
road, the people will overcome and freedom shall prevail.

No EOSY Wolk to freedom
IT IS fli lING that the tenth anniversary of the Freedom Charter should
see the publication, in London, of a collection of articles, speeches and
writings by Nelson Mandela, hero of the militant youth and Accused
No. I in the Rivonia Trial. No Easy Walk to Freedom·, ably edited and
annotated by Ruth First, spans a period of ten years in the development
of a great African leader, and it should be read and studied by everyone
who is· interested in the past, present and future of our people and
their struggles.
lbroughout and consistently, Mandela's is the voice of an ardent
African patriot, passionately indignant at the sufferings, injustices and
humiliations heaped upon his people, arousing them to action. The
time is past for 'long speeches. the shaking of fists, the banging of
tables'. Always we find stressed the need for practical work, effective
action; always, too, the call to arouse the masses, so people. will 'never
surrender to the inhuman and barbarous theories of Verwoerd'.
• Heinemann, 21s. (paperback, lOs. 6d.)
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But from the earliest sections of this book (1953) it is already clear
that Nelson Mandela has already developed far beyond the horizons
of a narrow nationalism or parochialism, obsclsed only with the
sufferings of his own people. and unmindful of tbe world ba.ckgrolind
of our struggles, and the fact that just as we seek the solidarity ofothers.
so we too must show our solidarity with others who struggle and
sacrifice. In his 1953 presidential address to the Transvaal A.N.C.,
he reminded the delgates that Congressmen had -been victimized
because:
... we uncompromisingly resisted the efforts of imperialist America and
her satcUites to drag the world into the rule of violence and fon;:e. into the
rule of the napalm, hydrogen' and cobalt bombs. where millions of people
will be wiped out to satisfy the criminal and ambitious appetites of the
imperialist powers •.. we emphatically and openly condemned the criminal
attacks by the imperialists against the people of Malaya, Vietnam,
Indonesia. Tunisia and Tanganyika and called upon our people to identify
themselves with the cause of world peace and to fiaht apinst the war
policies of America and her satellites • . •
. . . we fearlessly voiced our horror and indignation at the slaughter of the
people of Korea and Kenya ... and voiced our solidarity with the cause

ofthc-Kenya people.

'

·Dangers and difficulties; he told his fellow A.N.C. members, ·have
Dot deterred us in the past; they will not frighten us now. But we must
be prepared for them like men who mean business -and who do not
waste
, energy in vain talk and idle action.' How well those words sum
up the approach and character of Mandela himself! Again and again
in tbe course of this volume we find Mandela at the heart of action;
defending himself and his fellow-accUsed in the treason trial; leading
from undctground the campaign for the t~y general strike
against Verwoerd's phoney ·Whites only· republic and for an all-in
National Convention, a new constituent assembly; calling ceaselessly
for o~ization and mili~t action.
Nelson Mandela left his home and went underground after the
AD-In African Conferenoe at Maritzburg in March 1961, in which be
bad been the leading figure. His very action in going underground was
symbolic of the new mood amoog the people; the break with past
methods in which aU the emphasis bad been on non-violent struggle
and leaders waited for the polioe to come and arrest them, relying on
legal defences and courtroom procedures. As the struggle grew fiercer,
indeed one might say, as victory seemed less remote for the forces of
liberation, the government destroyed all legality and all prospects for
peaoeful change.
The next time Mandela appeared in Court was in October 1962. He
had been living underground for eighteen months, in the course of which
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he had toured Africa and Britain. seeing top state and politicallcadcrs
to plead the cause of South African freedom. and cetuming to continue
the struale for liberation which had by then entered a neW phase.
Umkanta we Siz,wc bad been formed-Mandela helped to found itand had resolved to meet state violence with violence, embarking on a
planned preliminary campaign of sabotage· of state installations and
carrying out methodic:aJ preparations to train leaders and pCrsonnel
against the coming period of armed contliet towards which the policy
of the Verwoerd-Vorster dictatorshiP was inevitably leading.
When at last the police succeeded in capturiJig him and "hauling him
brcCore court. in October 1962. they found a very different Mandela
from the suave and polished lawyer who had so ably defended the
treason trial accused. He ignored technicalities and. challenged the
riabt of the Court to try him at aU. 'I am neither legally nor moraUy
bound to obey laws made by a Parliament in which I have no representation,' be said. Nor could he expect a fair trial. on such a charge"
from a court presided over by ~ judge who, as a White man. was an
inteRstcd party. 'What sort ofjustice is this which enables the aggrieved
to sit in judgment over those against those against whom they have
laid a charge r
The White man makes all the laws. he draBs us before his courts and
accuses us. and he sits in iudament over us.
Found 'guilty' after a stirring court battle, of Jeading the thrcc-day
strike and leaving the country illegally, Mandela refused to apologize
for or CJtcuse his actions. 'If I had my time over I would do the same
agaul; so would any man who dares call himself a man!

Rivonia
He was sentenced to five years; but six months later came the traaic
police raid at Rivonia and the capture of Sisulu, Mbeki, Mhlaba,
Kathrada, Goldberg, Bernstein and other leaders of the liberation
mov.ement. Documentary and other evidence discovered at Rivonia
showed that inswTection was being considered and Mandela involved,
So once more he found himself before a White man's court.
Mandela's great speech before Court in this famous ~ which
ended in life sentences for nearly all those accused, is the conclwfina
chaptcT in this volwne. It is. without doubt, one of the great dos:uments
of the African Revolution, indeed of the entire &plong struggle for
. human emancipation.
What strikes one AgAjn and again, reading this chronological series,
is the way in whicIJ MandeJa shows himself constantly developing with
the struggle, learnina. deepening and broadening his outlook. Nowhere
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is this more apparent chan in his changing attitude towards che Communist Party and the role of Communists in the national liberation
movement. At first, as an A.N.C. Youth Leaguer, he tended to adopt
the unthinking 'Communism-is·a-foreign·idcology' approach common
to the young nationalists of the forties; he even at one time proposed
the exclusion of Communists from the A.N.C. But his essential honesty
of purpose and clarity of mind forced him, as time went on, to recognize
the destructive nature of anti-Communism in relation to the national
liberation movement, and the invaluable contribution of the S.A.C.P.
and individual Communists to the frcodom struggle. In his fighting
'Rivonia trial' speech he vigorously and eloquently defended and
explained the policy of unity of Communists and non-Communists
in the liberation fight, in words which have relevance far beyond
South Africa and can profitably be studied wherever people fight for
their national freedom. He spoke of the public support of the Communist Party for Umkonto we Sizwe, the active role played by Communists in South Africa and all over the world in the fight by colonial
peoples for their freedom, the consistent support by the comnlunist-Ied
countries at the U.N. and other Councils of the world for the antiapartheid cause. "n these circumstances, it would take a brash young
politician such as I was in 1949, to proclaim that the Communists are
our enemies.'
The publication of No EAsy Walk to Freedom is a notable eVent. It
will help readers in the outside world to understand what sort of people
we South African fighters for liberation are, and to comprehend the
staggering gulf that divides our movement, the profundity, wisdom,
modesty and integrity of our leaders and spokesmen, from the intellectually poverty-stricken, cowardly and selfish outlook of Verwoerd
and other fascist-minded upholders of apartheid. And it will help
South Africans who manage to obtain this book (for it is, of course,
banned in our country) to renew their faith in and dedication to our
lofty causc.

The A~erion EyenlS
IT WAS WITH DISMAY that African patriots aU over our Continent learnt
of the events in Algeria. It was not only the replacement of Ben Bella
by Colonel Boumedienno-although we have ·always' known Brother
Ben Bella as a true African patriot and socialist, and in particular as a
staunch friend of our people in their hard fight against apartheid. But
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the choice of leadership in Algeria is after all a matter for the Algerian
people themselves. It was above all the manner in which the change was
made, by way of a military coup, accompanied, it is reported, by widespread arrests of P.L.No' left-wing freedom fighters, and by-passing even
the appearance of democratic procedures in the state and the Party,
that bas perturbed progressive opinion in Africa and throughout the
world.
The immediate consequences of the coup were the unfortunate
postponement of the second Afro-Asian Conference due to begin in
Algiers on June 29th and of the World Youth Festival also about to
take place'in that city. It is difficult to obtain a clear picture or'what is
actually happening inside1he country. Alger Republicain, the militant
P.L.N. daily, has suspended publication-our readers will recall the
brilliant article in our last issue on the revolutionary significance of the
Algiers Charter by He.nri Alleg who was a prominent member of the
editorial staff of this fine newspaper.
L'Humanite published in Paris, on June 25th, an appeal from members of the P.L.N. denouncing the coup as a plot designed by the
Algerian bourgeoisie to break the socialist revolution, demanding the
release of President Ben Bella and other arrested leaders and a return
to revolutionary legality and the Charter of Algiers.
Fidel Castro publicly denounced the coup. Wannly praising Ben
Bella, he said that Bouteflika, Algerian Foreign Minister, was certainly
'the intellectual behind this military coup'. 'We do not have any doubt
that he is not a revolutionary; he is a rightist' man. He is the enemy
of socialism.'
Ali Yata, writing in Al Xlfah Al Wotanj (Morocco) on June 25th
expressed similar misgivings, especially concerning widespread arrests
among supporters of scientific socialism. Referring to reports of arrests
of two-thirds of the Central Committee of the F.L.N., of members of
the Executive of the National Union of Students, the President of the
F.L.N. Youth and a number ofjoumalists, he asks 'Why was it necessary
to resort to violence against brothers known for their patriotism, their
integrity, their courage and clarity of thought?'
At the same time, Comrade Ali Yata points out:
'We may not pennit ourselves to intervene in Algerian affairs. We
respc:ct Algerian sovereignty, and are convinced that the Algerian
people are sufficiently experienced 'and conscious to be capable or
successfully solving their own problems ... They do not need advice
or mediators from outside.'
Colonel Boumedienne has now announced the fonnation of a
Cabinet composed mainly of civilians, most o( whom also held office
under Ben Bella. He bas also announced a continuance or progressive
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internal policies, coupled with an independent foreign policy based on
friendsbip with Maghreb, African and sociaJist countries.
It is much to be hoped that this will now be followed by the release
of Brother Ben Bella and other patriots from imprisonment, and a
restoration of revolutionary legality and the principles of democratic
centraJism in the state and the Party.
We are confident that the heroic people of Algeria. who fought for
seven loog years for their independence from Frenc:h imperialism in a
war of liberation which cost the lives of a million patriots, will never
permit reaction and neo-colonialism to make a come-back:. Algeria
has been a beacon of inspiration to the whole Contioent of Africa in
the related taslcs of building all-African unity against imperialism and
of piooeering the nOD<3pitalist road towards a socialist Africa. We
are sure that once again, in the future, Algeria will triumph over her
difficulties and take up the honoured role of a pioneer of the New
Africa.
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